SHAINA
K R A ME R
for NFTY-PAR PRESIDENT 5779-5780
WHO AM I?
I am currently a junior at Cherry Hill East in New Jersey! Outside of NFTY events,
I love marine science and zoology, so you can find me at the Adventure Aquarium
conducting research for my AP Research class at school. I also love the beach, so
that's where you can find me most of the summer. I have two older siblings, my
sister who is currently living in Sydney, Australia, and my brother who lives in
San Francisco, California, and a cat, Casey, who loves to join my meetings a lot!

WHY AM I RUNNING?
NFTY as a whole has been a movement of great momentum, change, and inspiration for me
and others, both inside and outside of our community. It has been an honor to be a part of this
the past three years, but now, I would like to involve myself even more and contribute my
ideas and philosophy on how we can continue this brilliant movement in our region, and on
the North American level. The simple answer: I believe I have the ideas, character, and energy
that this movement needs to continue in order to carry on the same momentum, change, and
inspiration it has brought in my past time of NFTY.

QUALIFICATIONS
NFTY-PAR Fundraising VP 5778-5779
TEFTY SAVP 5777-5778
NFTY Veida 5778
NFTY-TON Committee Member 5777
L'Taken Participant 5777 & 5778
NFTY Convention Operations Team
5778-5779

MY VISION

NFTY Gun Violence Prevention Task Force 5778
& 5779
NFTY Sexual Violence Prevention Task Force
5779
9th Grade Representative of TEFTY 5776-5777
4th Grade tutor at Temple Emanuel 5779
NFTY Convention Participant 5779
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